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Revolution in digitized technologies has made it possible to acquire data on-line in the form of data streams,
which are continuous and infinite in nature. Multiple applications varying from critical scientific applications
to business and financial applications generate transient data. Since streaming data is ordered sequence of
continuously growing unlabeled data instances, it is not feasible to apply traditional data mining techniques to
reveal hidden, useful and novel patterns.

Potency to consolidate and capture natural structures from unlabeled data has made clustering a popular choice
in stream mining. Single scan of data, bounded memory usage, constant per-point processing time and capturing
data evolution are the key challenges during clustering of streaming data.

Clustering of data streams has gained popularity because it aids summarization of data characteristics without the
pre-requisite of class labels. Applications like detecting network usage pattern in telecommunication, tracking
evolution in various phenomena in seismic and metrological studies, network intrusion detection, monitoring
spread of diseases etc. require clustering of data streams. Assignment of a data point directly to a cluster
is imprudent for streaming data due to limited storage and computing capabilities. Instead, a rich synopsis
structure is adopted for summarizing statistics of incoming data points. Subsequently, consolidated information
in synopsis is mined for inherent patterns with multifarious applications in data mining.

The objective of this tutorial is to present a comprehensive overview of common approaches used for clustering
streams with emphasis on synopsis selection. Tutorial begins with a discussion on important issues related to
stream clustering, followed by a critical analysis of three main approaches. Some contemporary and well-known
algorithms for each approach are discussed. Explanation of algorithms is supported by exemplary applications.
Finally, a formulation of a generic architectural framework for stream clustering algorithms for better under-
standing of the issues is discussed.
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